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Many fundamental questions still open…

Hierarchy problem ?

Force Unification ?

Dark matter nature?

Matter-Antimatter ?Inflation ?

String Theory ?

16-11-2021

Quantum Gravity ?

What is their signatures in:
? Collider Physics ?

? Cosmoparticle Physics ?
? Gravitational Waves ?
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★Feebly interacting Dark Matter (FIMP)
★Produced during the early Universe with Freeze-in mechanism
★Avoids most of standard DM experimental constraints
★Can lead to Long Lived Particles Signatures at the LHC

Large variety of signatures with challenging triggers and reconstructions 

Figure 7: Schematic illustration of the LLP searches considered in Table 2 and Table 3
and described in Appendix C. The green area represents the tracker, the blue (cyan) region
denoted by HCAL (ECAL) refers to the hadronic (electromagnetic) calorimeter, the gray
boxes represent the muon spectrometer (MS). Dotted lines refer to DM, dashed lines refer
to the LLP and they are darker for searches that require a charged track associated to it.

addressing this type of signature. We nevertheless include KT in Table 3 to highlight the
range of physics targets that such a search would have; the reader interested in models
of which kinked tracks would be a key signature can find an early discussion in Ref. [76].
Moreover, constraints on KT signatures can be obtained by re-interpreting the disappearing
track searches along the lines of Ref. [77], as we will do in the rest of this section.

For our phenomenological discussion, we select within the model classes of Table 1 the
following three that, we argue, represent an exhaustive set of simplified FIMP models:

• S`R�, that features a scalar mediator with the quantum numbers of a right-handed
lepton, coupling to DM through a renormalizable operator;

• FtR�, another example of renormalizable cubic interaction but involving strongly-
interacting fields, and the third generation (namely, a right-handed top);

• FW�, an explicit case of freeze-in controlled by a non-renormalizable operator, involv-
ing the SU(2)L field strength, hence a fermion mediator in a triplet representation.

Our selection includes renormalizable interactions (with first/second and third generation)
and a non-renormalizable interaction. We perform a detailed analysis of the collider impli-
cation for early-universe cosmology for these models. As shown in Section 2, DM freeze-in
production for renormalizable interactions will be IR dominated. In addition, for simplic-
ity, we will assume that the DM only couples to one of the lepton/quark flavors at a time.
Notice that even for a mediator coupling to multiple families we do not expect any relevant
constraint from flavor violation because of the smallness of the couplings considered, see
e.g. [78] for a leptophilic scenario of such kind.

– 17 –
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★Feebly interacting Dark Matter (FIMP)
★Produced during the early Universe with Freeze-in mechanism
★Avoids most of standard DM experimental constraints
★Can lead to Long Lived Particles Signatures at the LHC

Lifetime and mass of dark sector mediator can pinpoint 
to cosmological history of our Universe (reheating temperature)
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Figure 10: Tophilic DM with m� = 10 keV. Contours for fixed value of TR account for the
DM relic abundance in the (m , c⌧ ) plane (left), and contours of fixed c⌧ do the same
in the (m , TR) plane (right). The value of TR associated to a given (m , c⌧ ) provides an
upper bound on TR for any dark matter mass as m� & 10 keV due to small scale structures
constraints. The blue shaded area is excluded by the DV+MET search, the red area by
R-hadron searches, the blue dashed area by DV+µ search, the dark blue area by the DJ
search, and the green area by the DL search.

Collider signatures and constraints. Looking at Table 3, one can infer that the top-
philic model can lead to a rich variety of signatures at the LHC. The mediator decays
into top whose decays can in turn give both fully hadronic and semi-leptonic signatures.
In order to assess the most relevant searches, we first obtain the production cross section
of the colored vectorlike fermion mediator  B at the LHC multiplying the LO result of
MadGraph5_aMC@NLO by a flat K-factor of 1.6. This K-factor reproduces well the ratio of
LO to NNLO cross-section for squark pair production tabulated in [89] and we assume that
the same K-factor can be applied to the case of colored vectorlike fermion mediator.

A long-lived  B form an R-hadron (RH) before decaying [90]. If the decay occurs
outside the detector, the R-hadron leaves a highly ionized track. The region excluded at
95% CL by RH searches according to our recasting is shown as a red area in Figure 10. To
obtain these results, we employed the public code SModelS [20, 91] and the one obtained
from the “LLP recasting repository” [92], and applied the analysis done for a stop mediator
in both CMS [63] and ATLAS [64] searches (see Section C.1) to our vectorlike top mediator
as the spin of the produced particle is not expected to affect the sensitivity [90].10

For shorter decay lengths, the decay happens before the R-hadron leaves the detector
with a top quark in the final state that itself decays dominantly into a bW pair. This in
turn can decay hadronically to form jets, giving rise to displaced vertices (DV) or delayed
jet (DJ) signatures. For details about these searches and our implementations we refer to,
respectively, Appendix C.4 and C.5. Concerning the DV analysis, let us emphasize that the

10We assume that the RH has the same lifetime as the heavy vectorlike fermion  B . This is supported
by e.g. [93, 94] where the lifetime of hadrons containing heavy quarks, in particular b, is discussed.

– 25 –

Example for a topphilic 

FIMP DM model

Reheating temperature
upper bounds

JHEP 05 (2021) 234
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Focus on the Stochastic Gravitational Wave Background
★Modeling for the cosmological SGWB (Phase Transitions, Cosmic strings)
★SGWB and BSM scenarios in particle physics
★New data analysis techniques for the SGWB

Activities
★Active Role in LIGO/Virgo collaboration (stochastic group)

★Instrumentation: ET PathFinder

★Connect with VUB photonics

★iBOF network "Unlocking the dark Universe with GW observations"

Closely collaborating with

https://www.etpathfinder.eu

HEP@VUB -- IIHE 16-11-2021

https://www.b-phot.org
https://www.etpathfinder.eu


WHAT IS IT?

8 Stochastic Background of GW

Looks like noise, detected by cross-correlation
Allen Romano gr-qc/9710117 Analog of CMB

 but for GW

Alberto Mariotti (VUB)

★Described in terms of

★Assumed to be
✴ Isotropic ("or not")
✴Unpolarized
✴Stationary
✴Smaller than detector noise

SGWB 

energy density

over critical one

Should be detected by cross correlation between different detectors

HEP@VUB -- IIHE 16-11-2021
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Source: K. Turbang adapted from LIGO/Virgo collab. arXiv:1612.02029

Stochastic Background of GW

Looks like noise, detected by cross-correlation
Allen Romano gr-qc/9710117 Analog of CMB

 but for GW

AstroPhysical SGWB Cosmological SGWB

SGWB 

energy density

over critical one

Experimental probes
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10 Stochastic Background of GW

★AstroPhysical SGWB

★Cosmological SGWB

✴ Superposition of unresolvable sources

✴ Generated by energetic events during cosmological evolution

arXiv: 1705.01783 D. Weir 

First Order Phase Transitions
Inflation

Cosmic strings

BBH BNS

✴ Predictable after LIGO/Virgo observations

! Most likely measured in next few years !

Alberto Mariotti (VUB)

LIGO/Virgo Phys.Rev.D 100 (2019)

Explore Universe earlier than CMB!

HEP@VUB -- IIHE 16-11-2021
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Source: K. Turbang adapted from LIGO/Virgo collab. arXiv:1612.02029

Stochastic Background of GW

SGWB 

energy density

over critical one

★CMB, Pulsar timing arrays (NANOgrav)  
★Interferometers (LIGO/Virgo, LISA, ET, CE, BBO ....)

Note: Astrophysical SGWB and cosmological SGWB will superimpose

Alberto Mariotti (VUB)

Experimental probes

LIGO/Virgo arXiv:2101.12130
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12 How we detect SGWB?
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Do we have some extra handle for the astrophysical SGWB?

HEP@VUB -- IIHE 16-11-2021



13 How cosmological SGWB is generated?
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Example: first order phase transitions

Discontinuous transition between symmetric to non-symmetric phase

HEP@VUB -- IIHE 16-11-2021
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Transition from metastable minimum to symmetry breaking vacuum

Tc minima are degenerate

nucleation to symmetry breaking 
vacuum occurs through formation of 
bubbles of the true vacuum

Tn

Order parameter

for symmetry breaking

V (x)

hxi ⌘ fa

�V{
Tc

T = 0

Tn

First order phase transitions
Described in terms of potential evolution with temperature

Alberto Mariotti (VUB)

of bubbles. Indeed, bubbles of the true vacuum (broken phase) will expand in a sea
of false vacuum (symmetric phase), converting false vacuum into true vacuum. This is
depicted in Fig. 6.

Figure 6: Illustration of the creation of bubbles. The true vacuum lies inside the bubble,
whereas the false vacuum is outside.

To describe such a process, the tunneling probability per unit volume is introduced:

�

V
= A(T )e�S(T ), (2.27)

where A(T ) is a proportionality constant and S(T ) is the Euclidean action [40–42]. Here,
a few comments need to be made about this action. At zero temperature, one starts with
the Minkowskian action in four dimensions, which, after a Wick rotation, i.e. ⌧ = it,
yields the Euclidean action:

SE =

Z
d4x

✓
1

2
(@µ�)

2 + V (�)

◆
, (2.28)

where (@µ�)2 = (@�/@⌧)2+(@i�)2. It makes sense to look for a solution which possesses
the O(4) symmetry of Euclidean space [14]. Thus, a radial coordinate ⇢ =

p
⌧2 + x2 is

defined and a solution � = �(⇢) is searched for. With this in mind, the action now takes
the form

SE(�) = 2⇡2
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such that the equation of motion reads

d2�

d⇢2
+

3

⇢

d�

d⇢
� @V

@�
(�) = 0. (2.30)

However, when tunneling at finite temperature, a few modifications need to be made.
The potential will now be replaced by the e↵ective potential at finite temperature. With-
out too many details, it is mentioned that the integration over Euclidean time ⌧ in

17

T > Tc

HEP@VUB -- IIHE 16-11-2021
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3 mechanisms to generate SBGW from FOPT
✦Bubble collisions
✦Sound Waves in the plasma
✦Turbulence

Many subtleties in computation of correct GW signal
• Bubble wall velocity/acceleration 
• Correct estimation of friction in plasma
• Energy budget determines production mechanism
• Hydrodynamic simulations

SGWB from FOPT

Alberto Mariotti (VUB)

Which dominates 

depends on PT 

properties

Bodeker Moore '17

HEP@VUB -- IIHE 16-11-2021
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3 mechanisms to generate SBGW from FOPT
✦Bubble collisions
✦Sound Waves in the plasma
✦Turbulence

Many subtleties in computation of correct GW signal
• Bubble wall velocity/acceleration 
• Correct estimation of friction in plasma
• Energy budget determines production mechanism
• Hydrodynamic simulations

See e.g. LISA W.G. arXiv:1910.13125, 

SGWB from FOPT

GW signal is broken power law

Alberto Mariotti (VUB)

GRAVITATIONAL WAVES FROM FOPT

THREE CONTRIBUTIONS:

• BUBBLE COLLISION

• SOUND WAVES

• TURBULENCE

GW SIGNAL IS BROKEN POWER LAW:

SPECTRUM DEPENDS ON α, β/H, T*, Vw AND 

EFFICIENCY κ Master thesis Kevin Turbang (2020)

Which dominates 

depends on PT 

properties
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17 First order phase transitions
✦Discontinuous Transition between symmetric 

to non-symmetric phase (order parameter)

★In the Standard Model

✴QCD Phase Transition (T ~ GeV)? In SM No first order
✴EW Phase Transition (T~ 100 GeV)? In SM No first order

(If very light Higgs it could have been strongly first order)
'81 Witten

Alberto Mariotti (VUB)

✦Characterized by bubble formation

FOPT is signal of BSM physics

★In Beyond the Standard Model
Modify EW or QCD phase transition

New symmetries which undergo PT
PT in dark sectors

✦Bubbles can source GW

E.g. arXiv:2106.15602 with Iason Baldes for baryogenesis

HEP@VUB -- IIHE 16-11-2021



★ Lorentz boost      can be large
★ Heavy new particles with CP violating 

couplings can be created out of 
equilibrium

18 FOPT and baryogenesis
✦FOPT implies bubble formation and expansion

Alberto Mariotti (VUB) HEP@VUB -- IIHE 16-11-2021

h�i = 0

h�i 6= 0

�Bubble wall

�

True vacuum

False vacuum

10

Figure 4: Left: Constraints on the parameter space for MG-type producation. White areas are allowed and can accommodate the baryon
asymmetry. A y smaller than unity helps to avoid washout. A Tn somewhat smaller than TRH opens up lower cvac and M� values of
parameter space. Although we extend our plot to small cvac . 10�3, in order to be as general as possible, this may be difficult to justify
from a microphysical theory which does not become stuck in the metastable state (but also see main text for a possible exception). Using the
expected bulk properties of the phase transition, ↵GW � 1, �H ⇡ 10, we show parameter space testable by the Einstein Telescope in grey
(with and without astrophysical foregrounds). See Sec. V for details. Right: Constraints on the parameter space for AV-type producation and
for favourable assumptions Tn = Tinfl, y = 1, and M�2 ⇠ M�1 ⇡ 10v�. Here the asymmetry is suppressed by the reduced � yield, so we
are more constrained in our choice of y and Tn. White areas are allowed and can accommodate the asymmetry provided � & 1. Parameter
space testable with the Einstein Telescope, assuming ↵GW ⇡ 1, �H ⇡ 10, is shown in grey.

This is in turn set by the parameter

�H ⌘ �

H⇤
= �T

dS

dT
, (60)

evaluated at Tn, which was introduced earlier, but of
which we remind the reader here.

• And the energy released into bulk motion during the
transition,

↵GW =
1

⇢rad
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✓
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4
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◆
, (61)

where the difference is calculated between the two min-
ima of the effective potential at nucleation. And which
is normalised by convention to the radiation density in
the plasma ⇢rad.

The latest results give a gravitational wave spectrum as mea-
sured today, for initially thick walled, runaway bubbles [67]
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S�(f).

In converting the expression in [67] to be in terms of ↵GW,
we have assumed the change in radiation density between the
two phases is negligible compared to the vacuum energy (well
justified here). The spectral shape is described by

S�(f) =
(a+ b)f̃ bfa

bf̃ (a+b) + af (a+b)
, (63)

where we use the central values for the bubbles with the thick-
est walls from [67], namely a = 0.742 and b = 2.16. Here
the peak frequency redshifted to today is

f̃ = 330 Hz
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◆
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Superhorizon GW modes entering the horizon during the ra-
diation dominated phase following the phase transition are
known to result in a spectrum ⌦GW / f3 in the IR [72–76].
This is not captured by the above simulations. We therefore
impose a cut in the spectrum at the redshifted frequency today
of

f⇤(t0) =

✓
a⇤
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◆
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2⇡
(65)

= 260 Hz
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�

Realize Baryogenesis

viable region to explain 
matter-antimatter asymmetry

arXiv:2106.15602
I. Baldes, S. Blasi, A.M, A.Sevrin, K.Turbang
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Many years of interesting Physics are in front of us!

Alberto Mariotti (VUB)

Conclusions

Shedding light into 
Fundamental Questions

in HEP

HEP@VUB -- IIHE 16-11-2021

Figure 7: Schematic illustration of the LLP searches considered in Table 2 and Table 3
and described in Appendix C. The green area represents the tracker, the blue (cyan) region
denoted by HCAL (ECAL) refers to the hadronic (electromagnetic) calorimeter, the gray
boxes represent the muon spectrometer (MS). Dotted lines refer to DM, dashed lines refer
to the LLP and they are darker for searches that require a charged track associated to it.

addressing this type of signature. We nevertheless include KT in Table 3 to highlight the
range of physics targets that such a search would have; the reader interested in models
of which kinked tracks would be a key signature can find an early discussion in Ref. [76].
Moreover, constraints on KT signatures can be obtained by re-interpreting the disappearing
track searches along the lines of Ref. [77], as we will do in the rest of this section.

For our phenomenological discussion, we select within the model classes of Table 1 the
following three that, we argue, represent an exhaustive set of simplified FIMP models:

• S`R�, that features a scalar mediator with the quantum numbers of a right-handed
lepton, coupling to DM through a renormalizable operator;

• FtR�, another example of renormalizable cubic interaction but involving strongly-
interacting fields, and the third generation (namely, a right-handed top);

• FW�, an explicit case of freeze-in controlled by a non-renormalizable operator, involv-
ing the SU(2)L field strength, hence a fermion mediator in a triplet representation.

Our selection includes renormalizable interactions (with first/second and third generation)
and a non-renormalizable interaction. We perform a detailed analysis of the collider impli-
cation for early-universe cosmology for these models. As shown in Section 2, DM freeze-in
production for renormalizable interactions will be IR dominated. In addition, for simplic-
ity, we will assume that the DM only couples to one of the lepton/quark flavors at a time.
Notice that even for a mediator coupling to multiple families we do not expect any relevant
constraint from flavor violation because of the smallness of the couplings considered, see
e.g. [78] for a leptophilic scenario of such kind.
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